This article reviews seemingly conflicting behavioral data about sensorimotor adaptation. Some earlier studies assert that one common mechanism exists for multiple distortions, and others that multiple mechanisms exist for one given distortion. Some but not others report that adaptation is direction-selective. Some submit that adaptation transfers across effectors, and others that a single effector can adapt to multiple distortions. A model is proposed to account for all these findings. It stipulates that adaptive mechanisms respond to multiple distortions, consist of directionally tuned special-purpose modules, can be switched in dependence on contextual cues, and are connected to practiced movement types with a higher weight than to unpracticed ones.
Human sensorimotor adaptation has been evaluated with a baffling number of experimental paradigms. Subjects were exposed to distortions of visual (Stratton, 1897) , acoustic (Mikaelian, 1974) and proprioceptive inputs (Lackner and DiZio, 1994) , to topographical (Kohler, 1955; Cunningham and Welch, 1994) and to dynamical distortions (Shadmehr and Mussa-Ivaldi, 1994; Bock, 2003) , to distortions experienced while tracking (Cunningham and Welch, 1994) , pointing (Mikaelian, 1974) or grasping with the hand (Gentilucci et al., 1995; Weigelt and Bock, 2007) , while executing pursuit eye movements (Carl and Gellman, 1986) , reflexive (McLaughlin, 1967) or volitional saccades (Deubel, 1995) . Given this wealth of paradigms, it seems reasonable to question whether all authors dealt with the same phenomenon: is all adaptation achieved by one common mechanism, or rather by multiple mechanisms, each specific for a given paradigm?
This question has been addressed in behavioral studies by testing for the transfer of adaptation from one visual rotation to another, or from one lateral shift to another. This work invariably found that subjects started under the second distortion with the behavior they acquired under the first, and then gradually modified it until it became adequate for the second distortion; as a consequence, they performed better than novices when the second distortion was larger than the first, but worse than novices when the second distortion was opposite to the first (Lazar and van Laer, 1968; Wigmore et al., 2002; Bock et al., 2003) . Thus transfer was compulsory, occurring even where it degraded performance. Other work found compulsory transfer even between distortions of a different type, i.e., between a visual rotation and a visual velocity-dependent lateral shift (Thomas and Bock, 2010) , between a visual rotation and a force field (Bock and Thomas, 1999) , and between a visual and an acoustic rotation (Kagerer and Contreras-Vidal, 2009 ). In those studies, performance benefits again emerged when both distortions were of equal sign, and costs when they were of opposite sign. Taken together, these findings suggest that adaptation to a wide range of distortions might be based on a common mechanism; this is illustrated in Figure 1A , where a universal adaptive mechanism receives sensory inputs I j from different sensory modalities distorted in different ways, and sends motor outputs O k to different effectors executing different types of movement.
Other findings have refined this view by indicating that the proposed universal mechanism can be subdivided into several functionally specialized modules. Thus, subjects exposed to different visual rotations perform less and less well as the magnitude of rotation increases toward 90 • , but improve again as rotation continues to increase from 90 • toward 180 • ; in fact, performance under a 180 • rotation is not dramatically poorer than under no rotation (Cunningham, 1989; Abeele and Bock, 2001) . Furthermore, subjects exposed to a rotation of more than 90 • quickly change their response direction by 180 • and then gradually change it "back" toward the required angle . These findings call for the existence of two functional modules, one that gradually changes spatial coordinates by up to 90 • , and a second one that quickly changes them by 180 • ; the latter module possibly exploits the mathematical equivalence between a 180 • rotation and an inversion of the horizontal and vertical axis.
Further work suggests that the presumed gradual-change modules are selective to only a limited range of movement directions around the practiced direction (Krakauer et al., 2000; Wang and Sainburg, 2005) . This range can be estimated from published data as 45 • (Tanaka et al., 2009) to 80 • (Roby-Brami and Burnod, 1995) , which fits well with the finding that adaptation shows only modest signs of interference when eight targets, located 45 • apart, are associated with different rotational transformations (Werner and Bock, 2010) . We posit that the axis-inversion modules are direction-selective as well, i.e., they operate only for movement directions similar to the trained ones; however, this issue has not been addressed experimentally yet. In contrast, adaptation to a new scaling factor seems not to be directionally tuned: adaptation of one movement direction transfers obligatorily to the full 360 • range of possible directions (Bock, 1992; Krakauer et al., 2000) .
Figure 1B therefore depicts an adaptive mechanism that responds to multiple distortions with a number of special-purpose modules: several directionally tuned ones for gradual changes of direction (G i ), several directionally tuned ones for axis inversions (X j ), and a single one for scaling (S). This layout correctly predicts the obligatory transfer between distortions, the concurrence Frontiers in Human Neuroscience www.frontiersin.org of quick and gradual changes under one given distortion, and the distinct adaptation characteristics with rotations and scalings.
The interplay of special-purpose modules such as those in Figure 1B can be readily illustrated with available data on the adaptation to mirror-reversed vision. This distortion initiates quick 180 • changes of response directions for targets presented at the left and right, quick 180 • changes followed by gradual 90 • clockwise changes for targets along the right diagonal, quick 180 • changes followed by gradual 90 • counter-clockwise changes for targets along the left diagonal, and only a transient increase of response variability for targets at the top and bottom (Werner and Bock, 2010) . This pattern of findings can be easily explained by the model in Figure 1B : targets at the left, right, and along either diagonal activate the corresponding directionally tuned axis-inversion modules, and targets along the diagonals additionally activate the corresponding gradual-change modules. Note that such an interpretation puts the minimum number of gradual-change modules to eight: the distortion activates four modules tuned to the diagonal directions, and has no effect on four modules tuned to the interleaved orthogonal directions. As noted above, this number of modules fits well with their reported tuning width of 40-80 • , since 360/8 = 45. Similarly, the minimum number of axis-inversion modules seems to be 4: the distortion activates modules at the right and left, but not those at the top and bottom. For reasons of parsimony, one might therefore postulate eight gradual-change and four axis-inversion modules, but for reasons of symmetry, one might postulate eight modules of either type. Further research is needed to resolve this issue.
Adaptation to a given distortion does not transfer well to unpracticed movement types. A moderate transfer was observed between manual tracking and pointing Bock, 2005) , grasping and pointing , as well as volitional saccades and pointing (Cotti et al., 2007) , but no transfer was found between reactive and volitional saccades (Deubel, 1995) , nor between reactive saccades and pointing (Cotti et al., 2007) . Transfer between the two arms varied widely between studies and seems not to be obligatory, since both arms can concurrently adapt to opposite visual rotations with no sign of interference (Prablanc et al., 1975; Wang and Sainburg, 2003; Bock et al., 2005) . Similarly, manual pointing and reactive saccades can concurrently adapt to two opposite distortions with only moderate interference (Grigorova et al., 2013) . It even has been shown that one single arm, pointing at a single set of targets, can concurrently adapt to two opposite distortions if they are coded by contextual cues such as hemi-workspace (Ghahramani and Wolpert, 1997; Woolley et al., 2007) , head position (Seidler et al., 2001) , or screen color (Wada et al., 2003) . In fact, subjects can adapt with no noticeable interference to as many as four distortions, each coded by a unique combination of arm and hemiworkspace (Thomas and Bock, 2012) . Even when contextual cues are not available, subjects can use a "probing" movement to find out whether a previously established adaptive change should be preserved or rather abandoned (Wang and Sainburg, 2003) . To account for these findings, Figure 1C shows four distinct multidistortion mechanisms that can be alternately connected to the motor output via a context-dependent switch; the signal is then weighted, with the trained effector and movement type receiving the highest weight.
A model of sensorimotor adaptation, consisting of multiple mechanisms that are selectable by context, has been proposed before (Ghahramani and Wolpert, 1997; Wolpert and Kawato, 1998) . The present article refines this model by adding multidistortion sensitivity, special-purpose modules, directional tuning, and output weighting. The available database provides robust evidence for the existence of these key characteristics of adaptation, but future experimental findings may require an increase in the number of adaptive mechanisms and/or special-purpose modules. Additional research is also desirable to find out whether adaptive mechanisms are truly universal, i.e., respond to any conceivable type of distortion, and to determine the actual tuning widths of modules and weights of outputs. This would allow a quantitative rather than qualitative comparison of experimental data with model predictions.
The model in Figure 1C was designed to illustrate the known functional characteristics of adaptation; it was not meant to show the actual anatomical layout of the underlying neuronal circuitry. In fact, given the preponderance of parallel distributed processing in the brain, it is quite likely that the depicted modules and mechanisms are implemented within a highly interconnected neural network with only a limited topographical segregation. In a way, the model in Figure 1C could be interpreted as a specific version of schema theory, which posits that movements are executed by tailoring a generalized motor program to the needs of a specific movement (Schmidt, 1975) .
As complex as it is, the model proposed in Figure 1C still disregards two crucial aspects of sensorimotor adaptation. One of them is the existence of multiple time scales. Gradual rotation proceeds with a time constant τ 1 in the order of several movements, and a second one with a time constant τ 2 in the order of several tens of movements (Snoddy, 1926; Smith et al., 2006) ; additional time scales in the order of days to months have been reported by classical accounts (Stratton, 1897; Kohler, 1955) and by recent spaceflight studies Gaveau et al., 2011; Mulavara et al., 2012) . Since the model in Figure 1C is mainly based on findings about long-term adaptation, it most likely represents the τ 2 component. Little is known about the characteristics of the τ 1 component, except that it acts in parallel rather than in series to τ 2 (Lee and Schweighofer, 2009) , requires working-memory resources (Anguera et al., 2010) , is context-independent (Lee and Schweighofer, 2009 ) and exhibits its own distinctive directional tuning (Bock and Schmitz, 2011) . It still is unknown whether axis inversion and scaling also proceeds along multiple time scales.
The second neglected aspect is the contribution of strategies. Exposure to a distortion initiates not only the adaptive recalibration of sensorimotor pathways, but also the use of workaround strategies such as cognitive reinterpretations of sensory signals, anticipations, associative stimulus-response learning, postural changes, and error-based corrections (Redding and Wallace, 1996; McNay and Willingham, 1998; Clower and Boussaoud, 2000) . These strategies are thought to be situation-specific and shortlived, and thus to modify performance during exposure to a distortion, but not after removal of the distortion or after transfer to a new movement type. Evidence for the role of strategies is Frontiers in Human Neuroscience www.frontiersin.org therefore largely based on the dissociated effects of higher-order mental functions on subjects' performance during but not after exposure, e.g., the effects of aging (McNay and Willingham, 1998; Bock, 2005) , emotional state (Bock, 2010) , and explicit knowledge (Werner and Bock, 2007) . Summing up, Figure 1C presents a model for the slow component of adaptive recalibration that accounts for a wide range of seemingly contradictory behavioral phenomena: compulsory versus partial versus null transfer, common mechanism for multiple distortions versus multiple mechanisms for one distortion, presence versus absence of direction-selectivity, and eye-arm transfer versus multiple adaptation of a single arm. Additional experiments are needed to verify the model, determine its parameter values, and possibly add further functional details.
